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ABSTRACT

Within the last decade, the de—classification ofAdaptive Optics Techniques and Systems developed for Defense
purposes opened new opportunities to the astronomical community. Since the military resolution requirements are
not qualitatively different from the astronomical ones, astronomers may profit from the quite sizable investments
already made. On the other hand, the astronomical observations are much more demanding than the military
ones with respect to the required accuracy, stability and sensitivity. In 1994, after contacts made during an
Adaptive Optics meeting in Munich, we started a joint project to observe the ejected matter from the Luminous
Blue Variable (LBV) P—Cygni with the AMOS Compensated Imaging System (CIS). In this paper we describe the
problems encountered and the experience gained in more than two years of operations with CIS. The satisfactory
results obtained so far prompted us to plan a more ambitious program. We aim to profit from the acquired
know-how for preparing a proposal of astronomical observations designed in such a way of taking the utmost
advantage of the capabilities of the new USAF AEOS adaptive optics system.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The use of adaptive Optics (AO) techniques in obtaining images of low—earth—orbit satellite by the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) dates back to 19721,2 During the Active and Adaptive Optics
ICO—16 Satellite Conference held in Garching on August 2—5, 1993, the Compensated Imaging System (CIS)
installed on the 1.6 m telescope at the AIR Force Maui Optical Station (AMOS) was proposed as an instrumental
facilities open to a wide variety of non—Department of Defense (DoD) applications, like, in particular, astronomical
observations. In the next fall, three of the authors ofthis paper (C.M., M.F. and R.R., hereafter CMR) submitted
a proposal to Phillips Laboratory, AMOS Branch for observing with CIS at high spatial resolution the ejected
matter from the Luminous Blue Variable star P—Cygni. After several exchanges of information and a feasibility
meeting held in Hawaii during the SPIE March 1994 meeting, a first observing run was planned for August 1994
and, then, a second period of observations was scheduled for summer 1995. In the following sections we describe
the main characteristics of the observational work with particular emphasis to those aspects and problems which
arose from the attempt of using a DoD system for astronomical purposes. In the last section we present some
of the results obtained on the morphology of the circumstellar matter around P—Cygni to provide clear evidence
that dual use of military AO systems, even if not an easy task, really pays off in terms of significantly improved
astronomical observations.

2 Basic CIS hardware configuration, ad—hoc modifications and
prospects for the forthcoming systems

The basic CIS hardware configuration is described by Hardy' , while the Passive Imaging System at the AMOS
1 .6 m Telescope (PHIAT) is discussed by Suzuki and Brinkley2 . In the following sub—sections we briefly describe
the main limits of CIS with respect to astronomical observation and the modifications adopted for our observing
program. We also list several improvements which can be achieved in the forthcoming systems provided that they
are designed within a dual use (i.e. DoD and astronomical) framework.

2.1 Wavefront sensor

The CIS wavefront sensor is an ac lateral—shear interferometer which samples the wavefront using 152 sub—
apertures and whose sensitivity is limited by the use of photomultiplier tubes dated back to 1982. The system can
close the loop on objects brighter than V = 6 mag, thus limiting severely the number of astronomical objects for
which AO corrections can be obtained. The increase in sensitivity of the wavefront sensor in the forthcoming AO
systems for both the 1.6 m and the new 3.5 m telescopes at AMOS will allow us to extend the study of circumstellar
matter to several other class of stars like for example T—Tauri, Herbig Ae/Be etc. . We had no problems in working
with P—Cygni since this star is bright enough, but this is actually the only LBV star observable with CIS.

2.2 Optical train

The optical scheme is shown in Hardy' . The high number of reflection surfaces and refractive optical relays
inserted between the focus of the telescope and the detector reduces significantly the throughput and produces
spurious reflections that causes ghost images. This is not a severe problem for DoD applications, where enough
bright objects are observed and where only a moderate photometric accuracy is needed ('-10%). On the other
hand, astronomical target are usually very faint and much higher photometric accuracy is required. It would be
highly desirable to significantly reduce the number of optical surfaces in the optical schemes of the new systems.
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Furthermore, ghost images can be avoid by means of a proper optical design and by using very effective anti—
reflection coatings. In our particular case we minimize the number and the intensity of ghosts by removing from
the optical path the beam splitter used to send part of the light to the wide field of view acquisition camera. As
a drawback, we could not check during the exposure the lock of the star.

2.3 Filters

The CIS optical scheme did not include the possibility of interposing before PHIAT camera an astronomical
filter to select only the wavelength region suited for studying the emission and scattering of the material ejected
by P—Cygni. Very often military observations are performed in white light or use simply neutral density or wide
band filters to reduce the amount of incoming light, while well established band filters are required in astronomy.
In our case, we needed very narrow interference filters to isolate the nebular emission lines. This problem was
fixed by buying the required interference filters and by installing a filter wheel in the optical path of PHIAT. The
filter wheel had only five position, one of which had to be left open to permit the usual DoD operation of CIS, and
this limited the number of filter which could be used in one night. The installation of the filter in the filter wheel
and of the filter wheel in the optical path was quite troublesome and not very satisfactory. It had to be done in a
very short amount of time to avoid interruption of the CIS DoD duty cycle and, as a net result, it was impossible
to avoid some spurious reflection in the interference filters. As a consequence, further spurious images (ghosts)
appeared in the PHIAT focal plane. Future systems should contain more than one filter wheels and the possibility
of tilting each individual filter to remove ghosts. A set of astronomical filters should be permanently installed
to permit easy switch from DoD to astronomical operations during the night, while installation of ad—hoc filters
should be possible by substituting the filter wheels in daytime.

2.4 Coronograph

The problem of the expected high contrast between the central star luminosity and the surface brightness
of the circumstellar matter asks for the use of a coronograph to mask the central object. This option was not
available in the basic configuration of CIS/Phiat. The optical scheme. was modify to insert an occulting mask
in an intermediate focal plane. Two different occulting masks were tested. The first one was a dark spot on a
glass plate and was used in the first run of observations. The second one was a piece of wire, black painted and
was used in the second run. Both the masks had to be pull in and out to allow both astronomical and DoD
observations. It was not possible to insert in the optical path a Lyot filter or to use an apodizing mask to reduce
the scattered light. Both these two options should be available in the new systems in such a way to take full
advantages of the coronographic mode of observations (see Malbet3 and Nakajima4'5).

2.5 Camera

The PHIAT electronics was designed in such a way to obtain very short exposures (msec) of manmade space
objects. The exposure control electronics had to be modified to allow the long exposure times required by
astronomical observations (tens of minutes). The request of very short intervals between two consecutive DoD
exposures had led to the choice of a very fast read—out (payed with an increase in the read—out noise) and to the
idea of exposing and reading only a small part of the chip (140x140 pixels) at theexpenses of the available field of
view (FoV) . Furthermore, due to the very short exposures, PHIAT was not nitrogen cooled to reduce dark current
and, to save time, the chip was not cleaned between consecutive exposure. While this last problem and that one
of the small FoV were solved by modifying the observing procedure and by using a different fieldstop we were not
able to reduce the read—out rate and therefore the read—out noise. Another problem we could not eliminatewas
the relatively small number of digits of the ADC (12 bits) which actually limited the output dynamical range.
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Long dark and sky exposures taken to reduce coronographic images showed the presence of electroluminescence
caused by the output amplifier which, unfortunately could not be switched off during the exposure. Long dark
exposure images showed, also, the presence of a significant number of hot pixels, while bias images revealed high
spatial frequency correlated noise. It was clear that the chip quality, even if quite adequate to the DoD operation,
is somewhat lower than that one usually available in astronomical cameras. Since the most important results of
AO systems is the high resolution, most of the emphasis in the design of cameras for new systems is ingetting
an adequate sampling of the instrumental Point Spread Function (PSF). Multiple camera optics, zoom lenses
and/or variable pixel binning should allow to optimize sampling to match different AO corrected PSFs — which
depend on telescope aperture, wavelength range, source flux and seeing — and/or uncorrected ones. The high
Strehl ratios achievable and the interest in high contrast images (i.e. looking for faint companions, circumstellar
matter, etc.) ask for high dynamical ranges. Saturation voltage will be increased by increasing storage capability,
output diode capacitance, reset voltage and output amplifier clipping. Attempts to avoid blooming, smearing
and cross—talk will also improve significantly the expected performances. Different read—out rates should be
available to fulfill DoD requirements and to get very low read—out noise in long (astronomical)exposures. Shutter
map delay problem in short exposures can be carefully evaluate and the possibility of using ferroelectric liquid
crystal shutters may be considered in particular for DoD operations. Nitrogen cooling of the chip would reduce
dark current noise in long exposures. Flexure of PHIAT camera with respect to the Tip—Tilt sensor limited the
maximum acceptable amount of exposure time in the coronographic observations. This problem caused a slow
drift of the image in the FoV of the camera even if the Tip—Tilt loop was closed making it possible for the star
to exit from behind the mask if the exposure time was long enough. New systems should be designed in such a
way to minimize this problem and/or should contain a flexure sensor to allow active compensation.

3 Observing procedure

3.1 Scheduling and initialization

Observations were taken, usually, in between standard DoD operations which are performed in the evening till
about 9pm local time and in the morning starting at about 5am. Due to security regulation CIS operators had
to clean the CIS and PHIAT workstations from any classified material before admitting no—authorized people in
the CIS room. As a consequence, our observing run started at about 10pm and ended at about 4am. Most of the
observations were performed by CMR with the assistance of at least one person from Rockwell (mainly D. N.) or
Phillips Lab. (mainly S. R.). Quicker switch between DoD and astronomical operation could be achieved in the
future by using two twin control systems, the first fully dedicated to DoD and the second completely autonomous
from the DoD one.

Due to security problem it was not possible to lodge at the observing station. On the other hand, AMOS
remote observing software was not suited because of the intrinsic complexity of the observations and the observers
had to drive up and down Mt. Haleakala (10,000 feet) every night. A more sophisticated remote control software
would help in making the observations also by relaxing security constraints.

At the beginning of each night the telescope, which has a three axes mounting, was set in equatorial mount
configuration and the status of the CIS, PHIAT and control workstations was checked to reset any set—upsinherited from DoD operations.

3.2 Calibrations

Each night, at the beginning, during and at the end of the observingrun, calibration images of the instrumental
bias, dark current and PHIAT flat field lamp were taken to ensure aproper data reduction. It was not possible to
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obtain sky flat fields at dawn and/or dusk since they interfered with DoD operations, but several dome fiats were
obtained. Unfortunately, a diffuse screen is not available at AMOS (the requirement for accurate fiat fielding are
not very stringent for DoD operations) and this fact, together with the absence of bright sky fiat fields, limited
the accuracy of our fiat field correction. As a consequence, the possibility of cut out a percentage of DoD time at
dawn and dusk for getting sky images should be carefully investigated in planning new observations.

3.3 Astronomical observations

To provide two independent methods of subtracting from the raw data the residual scatter contribution of the
star P—Cygni and, therefore, to extract the net brightness of its circumstellar matter we decided to obtain both
images of P—Cygni in wavelength regions were the emission from the nebula was expected to be negligible and
images of a comparison star. We designed the following sequence of observations:

. The telescope was pointed 2 arcminutes off from P—Cygni and the tracking mode was switched on in order
to get sky background images. Several exposure times matching those foreseen for P—Cygni, ranging from
few seconds to twenty minutes, were taken in the same filter(s) planned for the stellar observations.

. The telescope was pointed to P—Cygni and both the Tip—Tilt and the High Order correction CIS loops were
closed after centering the stellar image in the shear interferometer by using a beam splitter to send part of
the light to a wide field of view acquisition camera. The star was then moved in the centre of the PHIAT
FoV by means of a steering mirror and the beam splitter was removed to send all the light to PHIAT. Images
were taken by using at least two narrow band interference filters (FWHM of few nanometers). One of the
filter was centred at a wavelength corresponding to negligible emission expected from the nebula with the
aim of measuring the intensity profile of the central object image. The other filters were centred at regions
corresponding to nebular emissions and produced images containing both the contribution of the nebula
and of the central star. The exposure times (few seconds) were scaled in such a way to obtain analogous
count levels in all the images.

. The coronographic mask was inserted in the optical path and the star was positioned behind it by using
the steering mirror. Images in the same filter used before were obtained with much longer exposure times
(up to 20 minutes) . The maximum amount of time was fixed by the need to avoid too large dark current
noise and by the presence of some fiexure of PHIAT with respect to the shear interferometer. Increase in
sensitivity, by increasing the exposure time, could be easily achieved in new systems providing that dark
current is reduced by nitrogen cooling of the chip and fiexure is avoid or compensated.

. The coronographic mask was removed and new short exposure images were taken.

. The telescope was off—set again by 2 arcminutes and another set of sky images were taken.

The previously described procedure was then repeated using as stellar target 55 Cyg which was chosen as
comparison star. 55 Cyg has almost the same magnitude and spectral type of P—Cygni and, therefore, we
expected to have almost the same CIS performances for both stars. On the other hand, 55 Cyg is surrounded by
a much more faint and less extended nebula than P—Cygni and should be considered, from a practical point of
view, as a naked P—Cygni.

Problems were encountered trying to place by means of the steering mirror the image of 55 Cyg on the
same pixels where the image of P Cygni was recorded. This fact causes a degradation in the accuracy of the
comparison of the images of the two stars which had to be recentered in the data processing. In such a way,
residual flat fielding errors will be amplified instead of being reduced by the comparison process. New systems
should be characterized by an easy and well reproducible system to place accurately the stellar image in the
required position of the camera FoV.
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Rough estimates of the seeing during the observations were obtained from the CIS control system and stored
in a log file. Significant improvements on seeing monitoring can be foreseen for the forthcoming systems and
the possibility of applying the point—ahead multi—dimm method6 for seeing predictions is very appealing. Good
knowledge of seeing would allow optimization of observing runs both for DoD and astronomical programs.

4 Obtained performances and discussion

In this section we present some of the characteristics of the results obtained in the study of the ejected matter
from P Cygni to emphasize the performances obtainable by using USAF facilities for astronomical purposes.

The data obtained in the two observing runs were analyzed in Italy by means of the IDL7 and IRAF/STSDAS8'9
packages. Average images of bias, dark current and sky were subtracted from the non—coronographic short ex-
posures night by night. As already above—described, the absence of dusk/dawn fiat fields limited the accuracy
of fiat fielding. We used dome and internal lamp images to remove the pixel to pixel variations and most of the
low spatial frequency variations. Even if this was enough accurate for our purposes, we want to stress again that
there is still space for improving the fiat fielding procedure in future observations.

4.1 Non—coronographic images

The non—coronographic images can be used to evaluate the improvements in Strehl ratio, resolution and
dynamic range achived by means of CIS. Comparison with images obtained without closing the AO loop indicate
that a factor ' 16 is gained in Strehl ratio (see Fig. 1), while a factor 6 is gained in resolution (see Fig. 2). The
gain in dynamic range increases till a maximum of ' 40 at ' 0.7 arcsec and then decreases reaching an almost
constant value of 15 after 2 arcsec (see Fig. 3).

Even if CIS is a zonal AO system, it can be useful to compare our results with the calculation for an AO modal
system1O . The improvement in Strehl ratio is intermediate between that one expected from an AO system which
corrects all aberrations up to 3 and 4 Zernike radial degrees. The potentiality of such a system for spectroscopic
applications on unresolved sources is evidenced by comparing the 50% encircled energy radius with and without
AO correction. A reduction of a factor 2.5 is obtained, which is much better than the prediction for a modal
system which corrects all aberrations up to the 7th Zernike radial degree. A much lower performance is obtained
by looking at the 80% encircled energy radius, which decreases only by a factor 1.2.

4.2 Coronographic images

Coronographic images were taken to increase the Signal—to—Noise Ratio (SNR) far from the central star, while
occulting the central object to avoid blooming of the chip. In comparing images of P—Cygni with those of the
reference star we faced two problems. The first one was to determine the position of the peak of the central
object behind the mask. The second one was to derive the scale factor to apply to the reference image before
subtracting it from the P—Cygni one.

The position of the star behind the mask was derived from the median of the centers of circular isophotes
traced at different intensity levels. This method gave very good results for those images taken with the star and
the coronograph in the center of the field of view, while a further adjustment based on trying to match the spider
diffraction patterns was needed in the images with the coronograph at the border of FoV. This refinement was at
most of the order of few pixels.
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The scaling factor was derived by analysing the histogram of the ratio between P—Cygni and 55 Cyg images.
The reference image was then scaled and subtracted from the P—Cygni one. The validity of the scaling factor
was checked and its value was refined until a zero slope was obtained in the regression of the pixel values in the
resulting (difference) image versus those in the original (reference) one.

Results obtained from a pair (P—Cygni and 55 Cyg) of Ha images are shown in Fig. 4a. The areas with
significant positive residuals indicate the presence of circumstellar scattering material characterized by a certain
amount of inhomogeneity. The accuracy and consistency of the results is confirmed by looking at the comparison
of two reference images. Figure 4b shows that no residuals are obtained in this case apart from some artifact due
to the diffraction of the occulting mask.

5 CONCLUSION

The results obtained by using CIS to observe the circumstellar material around P—Cygni point out the poten-
tiality of using USAF AO facilities for astronomical observations. Even if CIS is an old—fashioned AO system for
DoD operation its performances are competitive with the current available astronomical systems. Most problems
encountered were due either to the aging of CIS or to the fact that astronomical requirements were non taken
into account in designing this system and should almost disappear with the forthcoming USAF AO devices.

As a conclusion, we can firmly say that both astronomical and DoD programs can significantly benefit from
dual use of AO systems. In fact, not only significant astronomical results can be achieved, but also these very
demanding observations can be used to accurately test fine—tune and improve the system performances leading
to more efficient and optimized DoD operations.
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Figure 3: Comparison between compensated (solid line) and uncompensated (boxes) Ha images . Normalized
radial profiles in logarithmic scale are plotted versus radial distance
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Figure 4: Differences of P—Cygni and 55 Cyg (a) and of two 55 Cyg's images (b) in Ha filter. Angular distances
are from the central star position
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